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To the memory of Jakob Rigler

1. The Proto-Slavic falling tone in Slovene and Serbo-Croat.


It is a more or less generally accepted tenet of Slavic accentology that late Proto-Slavic distinguished between two tones, one of which is traditionally designated as falling, the other as rising (cf. Stang 1957: 20-55). As is well-known, the Western South Slavic dialect area (as represented by Slovene and Serbo-Croat) has retained more information about the Proto-Slavic tone contrast than other dialect areas. At first sight the reflexes of the Proto-Slavic falling tone are distributed in a way that expresses a clear dichotomy opposing Serbo-Croat to Slovene:

(1) In Slovene every falling vowel has ceded the stress to the following syllable, which has come to carry a falling tone which is always long, irrespective of the original quantity of the vowel involved, e.g. *ôko ‘eye’, *bîlo ‘be’ (l-participle neuter sg.), *ôblâk or *ôblâk ‘cloud’ are reflected as okô, bilô, oblâk, etc. This familiar phenomenon will be referred to as “the progressive stress shift”.

(2) The most archaic dialects of Serbo-Croat have retained the Proto Slavic place of the stress in all positions. However, the tone contrast has persisted in the case of long reflexes only and even in case of length retention of the contrast is limited to certain western dialect areas (much of čakavian and kajkavian, the bulk of Slavonian štokavian). Elsewhere the distinction has been completely eliminated, notably in the neoštokavian dialects whose accentuation underlies the normative system.
1.2. Complications I: The progressive shift from weak jers.

The dichotomy that was described in the preceding section (shift equals Slovene; absence of shift equals Serbo-Croat) is evidently too simple to be realistic. Several types of complications are known to exist.

In Serbo-Croat the lengthening of the originally posttonic short vowel which is so striking a characteristic of the progressive stress shift is quite common if the originally stressed vowel was a weak jer. As far as I know two variants of the phenomenon have been attested:

(a) In kajkavian any stressed weak jer which originally carried a falling tone seems to have imparted a long falling tone to the vowel of the following syllable, giving rise to such cases of alternation as Prodindol vèčer ‘evening’ vs. zvèčera ‘in the evening’ (Rožić 1893-94 I: 107, III: 60), Brezova kod Začretja po vòdu ‘in order to fetch water’ vs. h vòodu ‘into the water’ (with h < *v; Junković 1972: 200), Ozalj dòko ‘eye’ vs. v dòko ‘into the eye’, zèmlju ‘earth’ (Asg.) vs. v zèmlju ‘into the earth’ (Težak 1981: 241, 261, 264).

(b) In čakavian and štokavian a similar lengthening is restricted to monosyllabic forms ending in a vowel, cf. dnè ‘day’ (archaic Gsg.), stò ‘hundred’ vs. dnò ‘bottom’, gdjé ‘where’.

This can be explained by the assumption that in fact the progressive stress shift started to take place in Serbo-Croat the same way it did in Slovene, but that it never got beyond an early stage, perhaps because the phonetic preconditions necessary for it to take place were undermined by the changes in the realization of the tones which were ultimately to lead to the loss of the tone contrast on short vowels in Serbo-Croat (cf. Vermeer 1983: 468f.). As usual kajkavian is intermediate between Slovene and čakavian/štokavian, but closer to the latter than to the former. 277

1.3. Complications II: Bednja.

The dichotomy according to which the presence of the progressive stress shift equals “Slovene” and its absence “Serbo-Croat” fails to provide room for at least one dialect of which a good description is available. The kajkavian dialect of Bednja as described by Josip Jedvaj clearly shows the effects of the shift in such examples as eblȃok ‘cloud’, gelȍub ‘dove’, kekȇš ‘hen’, vesȃl ‘cheerful’, pečȃl ‘begin’ (l-participle), syšèit ‘dry’ (supine), nojȇepok ‘upside down’ (1956: 283, 286, 288, 296, 303, 305, 310, 320, 329; the letter y has been accented in accordance with Jedvaj’s rule, p. 279). This rather striking fact was first commented on by Pešikan (1963-64: 558, 560).

---

1 Since in the case of the problems treated in the present paper the facts are not disputed, the examples that will be given are purely illustrative.

2 In ordinary types of čakavian and štokavian the form dnè proves nothing because there the Gsg. ending -e is always long; however, the -e of dnè is even long in those dialects where the ending is otherwise short, e.g. in Omišalj on Krk, contrast Gsg. zemjȅ ‘earth’ (my material).
In other respects there is nothing particularly Slovene about the Bednja dialect. Some examples:

1. The dialect has not carried through the otherwise general Slovene stress retraction onto pretonic syllables containing a long vowel (*dūša > dúša) and, possibly in connection with this, it has retained contrastive quantity in pretonic syllables, e.g. fāōlīti ‘thank’ vs. plāštīti ‘pay’, cf. the retained final stress in such examples as gespedāórū ‘gentleman’ (Dsg.), vēīnē ‘wine’, rōūkȍ ‘hand’, prādȁ ‘he/she is spinning’ (Jedvaj 1956: 295, 299, 300, 310, 315, 316).

2. The vowel system of the dialect can easily be derived from the common kajkavian system posited by Ivić (1968: 57). This is another way of saying that Bednja has participated in several innovations that separate kajkavian from Slovene, e.g. the raising of the Proto-Slavic nasal vowel *ǫ (cf. Rigler 1963: 29) or the chain of developments that led to the typically kajkavian merger of the reflex of *ě with the reflex of the jers in strong position (see further Vermeer 1983: 450-458).

3. Compared with Slovene, Bednja has carried through the progressive shift in a limited set of environments; the Proto-Slavic place of the stress seems to have been retained in several types of cases, in particular (a) whenever the next syllable originally contained a weak jer and (b) in those cases where Serbo-Croat has a long reflex, e.g. nāobrol ‘gather’ (l-participle), vēyžgot ‘kindle’ (supine) (contrast the examples pečȁl and syšȅit given above), sȅino ‘son’ (GAsg.), sȋene ‘hay’, ljȅydi ‘people’ (Npl.), mȏuža 278 ‘husband’ (Apl.), liepe ‘nicely’ and similar examples (Jedvaj 1956: 288, 299, 312, 317, 321, 323, 324, 326; for a complete list of examples, with discussion, see Vermeer 1979: 366-372).

Since very little is known about the dialects spoken near the Slovene/Croat border it is likely that other aberrant systems have hitherto escaped detection. The dialect of Brezova Gora, near Bednja, but somewhat closer to the border, could be an example. Here we find shifted stress even in žrȩbiȇ ‘foal’ (Kolarič 1964: 398), but the vowel system, with its ie and wo reflecting long *ě and *o, looks quite different from any known eastern Slovene system, as is rightly pointed out by Kolarič (o.c.: 397). For a responsible evaluation of the matter more reliable data are necessary.

1.4. The subject of this article.

The facts adduced in the preceding sections show that the familiar identification of shifted stress with Slovene nationality (and, complementarily, retained stress with Croat or Serbian nationality) is unrealistically crude. Hence it should be possible to discuss the treatment of the Proto-Slavic falling tone in the Western Balkan Slavic area without fear of coming into conflict with those who feel that somehow historical dialectology should seek to explain the nationality of the present speakers of the dialects involved. The progressive stress shift, though superficially linked to nationality, is in reality a much more complex phenomenon. This article is about the problem as to whether or not the progressive shift from falling vowels took place in the Resian dialect group of Slovene.
2. The Resian problem: retention or restoration?

2.1. The place of the stress in Resian.

Compared with most other Slovene dialects, Resian has been described in unusual detail. Jan Baudouin de Courtenay’s well-known Opjet (1875) and Teksy (1895) constitute a mine of information. After the Second World War the experienced Slovene dialectologists Tine Logar and Jakob Rigler have repeatedly conducted fieldwork in Resia; several illuminating, if concise, descriptions have resulted, e.g. Logar (1962-63: 5 = 1965: 159; 1963: 119-120; 1972; 1981a), Rigler (1963: 71-72; 1972: 116, 118-119, 121-125). These are only the most important publications in which Resian linguistic data have been reported; I trust they will suffice for the purposes of the present article.

This wealth of descriptive data cannot conceal the fact that quite a few central issues of synchronic and diachronic Resian phonology have not been properly clarified, beginning with such basic points as the number of vowels that can be distinguished in the various relevant positions or the precise reflexes of early Slovene short vowels in stressed final syllables (cf. now also Steenwijk’s contribution to this issue of SSGL). As a consequence, discussion of seemingly quite straightforward diachronic processes involving some of the vowels can be a hazardous undertaking (for some discussion see further Vermeer forthcoming, sections 2-4).

Nevertheless, the data provided by Baudouin show quite clearly that modern Resian reflexes of forms that had a falling tone in Proto-Slavic stress the same syllable (the initial one) they did in Proto-Slavic times. This fact, which has been confirmed by Rigler (1972: 118-119) and Logar (1981a: 40) is not disputed. What is disputed is how best to account for it: did Resian simply fail to undergo the progressive stress shift (e.g. because of its geographically marginal position with respect to the Slovene linguistic area as a whole) or did it carry through the shift, only to restore the original place of the stress at a later stage as a consequence of a secondary stress retraction? Although the latter solution may seem perversely complicated, it has to be recalled that there are several Slovene dialect areas where just this seems to have happened.

2.2. Bajec, Ramovš, Rigler, Stankiewicz.

As is well-known, it was Ramovš’s view that Resian accentuation is to be attributed to a secondary stress retraction (e.g. 1935: 33). Ramovš never discussed the evidence in detail (cf. Rigler 1972: 115-116), apparently because he thought the final word on the problem had been said by Bajec (1921-22), who had investigated the material and had concluded that Resian did in fact undergo the progressive stress shift (and therefore presumably also a secondary stress retraction).³ Bajec’s view turned into a

³ Bajec’s brief article is a summary of his (unpublished) doctoral dissertation (see Kranjec 1972: 3). Neither Bajec’s article nor Ramovš’s early study of Resian (1928) has been available to me. I assume that Rigler quotes Bajec correctly and interprets him charitably; as regards Ramovš, Rigler (1972: 115-116) states explicitly that he “imel premik cirkumflexe v rezijanščini in zilščini za dokazan” (it is the secondary stress retraction that is referred to) and never publicly reevaluated the facts.
piece of unproblematical background knowledge, or, as Rigler summed up things fifty years afterwards: “... danes o tem nihče več ne dvomi” (1972: 116). Rigler was evidently uneasy about this and in his contribution to the Bajec issue of the Slavistična revija he undertook to do the following things:

(1) He reevaluated the evidence adduced by Bajec in favour of the assumption that Resian underwent the progressive stress shift. Rigler’s conclusions can be summed up as follows: though part or the evidence is to be rejected, it remains true that several points are best explained on the assumption that the progressive shift did take place in Resian.

(2) He attempted to formulate the conditions of the retraction that restored the Proto-Slavic place of the stress. Contrary to what had tacitly been assumed at earlier stages in the development of Slovene historical linguistics this is no trivial problem: a formulation has to be found which makes it possible to account for the fact that long falling tones resulting from neocircumflex lengthening never lose the stress to the preceding syllable, e.g. ba’sida ‘word’, ko’lina ‘knee’ (NApL).4 After some discussion of the facts Rigler concludes that the stress was regularly retracted from final syllables and that for other cases of retraction analogical processes must have been responsible.

The point was taken up by Stankiewicz (1984-85), who drew attention to the initial stress on prepositions found in such examples as pod večer (Baudouin 1895: 135) ‘towards (the) evening’, implying that Rigler’s stress retraction fails to generate this kind of accentuation, and concluded: “The simplest hypothesis which accounts for the initial position of the circumflex in Resia is, consequently, the one which sees it as a reflex of the inherited Common Slavic accentuation” (1984-85: 723).

Although I think Stankiewicz is basically right, the matter cannot be left as it stands. Too many loose ends are lying about. First, if it is true that the progressive stress shift did not take place in Resian, an explanation will have to be found for those properties of the dialect that have been regarded as providing evidence for the assumption that the dialect did undergo the shift. Second, just as in Bajec’s case, not all of the evidence adduced by Stankiewicz has the force he would like it to have, so we shall have to evaluate Stankiewicz’s argumentation as well. Third, if it is true that Resian did not participate in the progressive stress shift, the question has to be faced as to how it was possible that Resian, which shared a large part of its stormy early development with neighbouring Slovene dialect areas (in particular Koroški), escaped an early Slovene innovation.

---

4 Examples quoted by Rigler (1972: 119). Since no useful purpose would be served in reproducing all intricacies of Baudouin’s transcription (or rather transcriptions) I quote all Resian forms in the transcription employed by Tine Logar in his description of Solbica phonology (1981a).
3. Evidence in favour of a progressive stress shift.

Before turning to those parts of the evidence that Rigler adopts, we shall take a brief look at those he rejects:

(1) Bajec adduces a few examples “v katerih je ohranjen naprej premaknjeni cirkumfleks” (Rigler 1972: 116) and which therefore might be regarded as relics that somehow survived the later secondary retraction that restored the Proto-Slavic place of the stress. Rigler shows convincingly that in fact these examples contain no information pertaining to the progressive stress shift. Rigler would have been even more convincing if he would not have limited the discussion to the examples given by Bajec. Scattered among Baudouin de Courtenay’s material there are a few examples of mobile l-participles with non-initial stress, in particular *umir/umar/umor (Opyt: 63) ‘die’, počel (Opyt: 92) ‘begin’. Now even apart from the obvious fact that not every single example given by Baudouin can be expected to be in all respects reliable I do not think that these forms can shake the overwhelming evidence showing that initial stress is the phonetically regular accentuation in such forms. In umar etc. we may find the disturbing influence of the non-syllabic prefix *v-; as regards the second example there is also evidence of initial stress, e.g. počala (Opyt: 54), which presupposes a msc.sg. form with initial stress.

(2) Bajec argues that in some cases Baudouin’s indications of vowel length and post-tonic vowel timbre contain information that can best be explained by assuming a progressive shift. However, according to Rigler (who, it must be recalled, had first-hand knowledge of the dialect) Baudouin’s indications are unreliable and probably do not contain any relevant information at all (1972: 124-125). I agree with Rigler that in the present state of our knowledge it is best to disregard Baudouin’s indications about quantity and posttonic vowel timbre. However, in view of the persistent uncertainty of investigators in determining the number of Resian vowels, the issue cannot be regarded as closed; in the end we may have to return to Baudouin.5

3.1. The alternation involving PSl. *o In Resian bôha/z buhon.

The first type of evidence has to do with the Resian reflexes of Proto-Slavic *o. We find o in those cases in which *o was stressed in Proto-Slavic and carried a falling tone, whereas we find u in those cases in which the *o was posttonic and received the stress from a weak jer in the initial syllable. (The distinction between o and u is not among those that have caused trouble.)

The phenomenon is well illustrated by the alternation in bôha (e.g. Opyt: 48) ‘God’ (GAsg.) vs. z buhon (Opyt: 35) ‘with God, farewell’, reflecting Proto-Slavic *bôga vs.

5 Two examples. Logar has twice given the vowel inventory of Solbica Resian (1963: 120; 1981a: 35). The second time the system contains a shwa that is not there the first time. Several authors, beginning with Logar (1962-63: 5) and Rigler (1972: 116n.) have voiced doubts about the contrastiveness of the difference between e and o. (See further the discussion of other cases in Vermeer, forthcoming, sections 2.2, 4.5-7, cf. now also Steenwijk’s contribution to this volume of SSGL.)
*sъ bogom*. Other examples: *g'noja/h'noja/noja ‘dung’* (Gsg.), *ǩolo ‘wheel’, ‘q̌i ‘eyes’,
‘golup/holup ‘dove’, etc. (all examples Opyt: 48-49) vs. *z'huda (Opyt: 29, 40, 76) ‘early’
(reflecting *sъ goda), s'puvet, Gsg. s'puvada (Opyt: 128) ‘confession’, ‘tub ‘dule (Opyt: 31,
cf. 86) ‘in the valley’ (reflecting *v̌ dolê).

The view that examples like *z'huda provide evidence for the progressive stress shift
presupposes that modern Resian *u* is the regular reflex of falling *o* (in all positions)
and that therefore the *o* we find in examples like *bo̤ha* has to be attributed to a sec-
ondary development: the secondary stress retraction.

Now surely it should have been obvious all along that these examples do not in
fact prove what they are thought to prove: they show merely that modern Resian *u* is
the regular reflex of posttonic *o* in those cases where it received the stress because a
weak jer in the initial syllable became unstressable (and was subsequently lost). In
other types of examples modern Resian *u* and *o* are the regular reflexes of long and
short *o* respectively, e.g. ‘*du ‘who’, *stu ‘hundred’, ‘*buk/buh/bu ‘God’ (Nsg., cf. also
note 6), *otruk ‘child’ (Gpl.) vs. ‘*nogi ‘new’ (long form), ‘*dobar ‘good’, ‘*kožica ‘skin,
*z buhon reflects earlier *boga* vs. *z bógom. The resemblance with kajkavian exam-
ple of the type *zȅmlju/v zȅmlju* is obvious (cf. above, section 1.2.(1)). Nobody would
think of regarding such forms as evidence that kajkavian underwent the progressive
stress shift from all falling vowels.

Similarly, Resian forms like *z buhon do not need the assumption of a progressive
stress shift from all falling vowels in order to receive a simple explanation: it has
merely to be assumed that in Resian as in kajkavian originally posttonic vowels were
lengthened when they received the stress from a preceding weak jer. The change can
be regarded as a very limited manifestation of the progressive stress shift.

It goes without saying that a direct connection between Resian and kajkavian is
out of the question: the similarity is caused by the fact that both dialects are geo-
graphically marginal with respect to the area that carried through the progressive
shift in its complete form.

3.2. The short reflex of long falling *ě* in Resian ‘*še̤no*.

Resian differs from most of its neighbours in having lost the Proto-Slavic tone con-
trast. Since like most Slovene dialects Resian seems to have undergone the well-
known lengthening of short vowels in stressed non-final syllables (*bràta > bráta),
almost all information about the distribution of length in non-final syllables has been
obliterated. Fortunately there are two types of cases in which the length contrast is
continued as a timbre contrast: *o* (“long” *u* vs. “short” *o*) and *ě* (“long” *i* vs. “short”
*ě*). Since *o* reflects an Indo-European short syllabic nucleus whereas *ě* continues a
whole array of long syllabic nuclei, Resian has retained at least some information

---

6 The difference between the three forms exemplifies the well-known inner-Resian variation with respect
to the reflex of Proto-Slavic *g*, which is a stop in the west (Bela), a fricative in the center (Njiva and Oso-
jane/Čija) and zero in the east (Slobica).
about the behaviour of both types of syllabic nuclei. We have seen in what way *o is reflected in positions relevant to the problem of the Proto-Slavic falling tone. Although the case of *ě is quite different, it has also been interpreted as providing evidence in favour of the progressive stress shift.

The reflex of *ě is short (e) in disyllabic forms which in Proto-Slavic times had a long falling tone, e.g. b’re̤ha ‘hill’ (Gsg.), łyśa ‘wood’ (Gsg.), ‘seno’ ‘hay’, ‘lepo’ ‘nicely’, Stënà 284 ‘name of a hill’ (with the accentuation of the Asg., on which see Baudouin, Opyt: 74-76, Rigler 1972: 120-121, Stankiewicz 1984-85: 721-722) (all examples Opyt: 86, cf. Logar 1981a: 38). Examples like ‘seno’ (rather than **šino) indicate that before Resian lost contrastive vowel quantity the regular reflex of Proto-Slavic falling length was stressed brevity.

The stressed brevity of Resian contrasts strikingly with the long reflexes we find in Serbo-Croat, e.g. čakavian (Novi Vinodolski) sēno, lipo etc., cf. also the consistently long stem vowel in the paradigm of vlȃs, e.g. Gsg. vlȃsa (Belić 1909: 184, 185, 209). This difference between Resian and Serbo-Croat can be considered evidence in favour of the progressive stress shift to the extent that it receives a natural explanation if one assumes that first the progressive shift caused long falling vowels to lose the stress to the second syllable, after which the originally stressed vowels (which were now pretonic) were shortened, so that when eventually a secondary stress retraction restored the original place of the stress, it was a short vowel that now became stressed, e.g. *vlȃsa yielding *vlȁsa (with progressive stress shift), yielding *vlȃs (with shortening of pretonic length), yielding *vlȃsa (with secondary stress retraction and shortening of posttonic length).

As evidence for the progressive stress shift this is weak, because a plausible explanation not involving the shift can easily be devised: the shortening of long falling vowels in disyllabic forms may have been very early.

It is well-known that the Proto-Slavic long falling vowels have short reflexes in all daughter languages in at least some types of cases. In West Slavic shortening was even universal: there long falling vowels were shortened in all positions. Though in Serbo-Croat, too, shortening was quite normal, two important types of forms have length:

(a) Monosyllabic forms, with the proviso that there the reflexes of the short falling vowels are also long, so that in this position, too, the contrast has been obliterated, e.g. čakavian (Novi Vinodolski) dàn ‘day’, vòz ‘cart’, vlȃs ‘hair’, etc.

(b) Disyllabic forms, where the contrast between long and short falling vowels was maintained, e.g. vlȃsa ‘hair’ (Gsg.) with length, contrasting with brevity in Gsg. vōza ‘cart’ (and with a lost weak jer in stō ‘hundred’). (The examples are given by Belić 285 1909: 209-210, 223, 237.)

So, the familiar length alternations we find in such cases as mȕst/môsta/môstovi and grȃd/grȃda/grȃdovi illustrate the regular reflexes of falling length in Serbo-Croat. Since Resian has long reflexes in monosyllables, but short reflexes in disyllabic forms, the dialect occupies a position exactly midway between Serbo-Croat and West Slavic, which is not strange, considering its geographical position: it can be supposed that in
Resian the late common Slavic shortening of long falling vowels affected disyllabic forms, unlike what happened in Serbo-Croat. In fact, it has been conjectured by Kortlandt on more general grounds that shortening of long falling vowels in disyllabic forms was a common Slovene innovation which set off Slovene from Serbo-Croat at a stage before the progressive stress shift took place (1975: 33). Hence, speaking in terms of the example given earlier, it can be assumed that at some relatively early moment (at the latest not long after Stang’s law) Gsg. *vlâsa was shortened to *vlâsa, after which the short vowels that resulted from this development were treated like all other short vowels in stressed non-final syllables (“acute” and “short neoacute”). Since this solution is simpler than an explanation involving the progressive stress shift, it follows that the quantity reflected in the stem vowel of examples like Resian ‘se̤no̤ provides no evidence in favour of the shift.

3.3. The treatment of the falling tone in Ziljski.

The third piece of evidence Rigler adopts does not involve Resian directly, but has to do with the Ziljski dialect group of Koroški. It consists in the fact that in the Ziljski dialect di- and polysyllabic forms reflect the Proto-Slavic falling tone as a long rising tone which scholars attribute to a stress retraction (Rigler 1972: 125), e.g. sẹ́:no (Lojgar 1981b: 187) ‘hay’, with a rising tone presupposing a retraction from an earlier form *sēnō which betrays the effects of the progressive stress shift. At first sight this may seem somewhat far-fetched, because, after all, Ziljski is Ziljski and Resian is Resian. However, the two dialects are so closely related that I think Rigler is right in drawing attention to the point.

The close relationship between Resian and Ziljski was first noticed, as far as I know, by Baudouin de Courtenay (1875: 121-122). Baudouin’s impression, which was based on his own knowledge of Resian and on the Ziljski data in Jarnik (1842), was confirmed by later research, e.g. Ramovš (1935: 33) and Rigler (1963: 68-72); I have argued elsewhere (forthcoming, section 6.1., cf. also section 8.1.) that the Resian vowel systems do not necessitate the assumption of specifically Resian innovations until after the lengthening of short vowels in stressed non-final syllables (*bràta > *bráta) and the loss of nasality, in other words: the development of the vowel systems presupposes a period of common Resian-Ziljski development which must have lasted several centuries.

Nevertheless it has to be admitted that as evidence for the assumption that Resian underwent the progressive stress shift this point is not compelling either. It is quite possible for dialects that differ in certain respects to carry through common innovations, so the fact that there was a period of common Resian-Ziljski innovations does not prove absolute identity of the two dialects at the time when the common innovations were taking place. Moreover, as we shall see in a few moments, there are interesting connections between the Resian and the Ziljski reflexes of the Proto-Slavic falling tone.

It must be noted that the rising tone of Ziljski does not in itself prove a retraction, because short vowels lengthened in stressed non-final syllables (*bràta > *bráta) have also yielded a rising tone and Ramovš observes quite correctly: “Oni vokali, ki so do-
bili nov poudarek zaradi akcentskega premika okō > òko so enakšne narave kot nekdanji novo- oziroma staroakutirani vokali ...” (1935: 8). A few examples of forms reflecting a Proto-Slavic falling tone: *šime ‘name’, *šina ‘son’ (Gsg.), *ličde ‘people’ (Npl.), *ú:xo ‘ear’, *lě:san ‘wooden’, *pě:pay ‘ashes’ (Nsg.), *kór:an ‘root’, *môžyane ‘brains’, *méso ‘meat’, *zó:ba ‘tooth’ (Gsg.), *mô:že ‘man’ (Npl.), *zwá:to ‘gold’, *wá:se ‘hair’ (Npl.), *ná:ra be ‘the wrong way round, topsyturvy’, cf. the reflexes of short stressed vowels in such examples as *lě:pa ‘lime-tree’, *sě:me ‘seed’, *brě:za ‘birch-tree’, *pě:ko ‘bake’ (*l-participle’), *kô:ža ‘skin, hide’, *talé:ta ‘calf’ (Gsg.), *ábako ‘apple’, etc. (Logar 1981b: 186-189). So the rising tone of Ziljski séno, though quite easily understandable on the basis of a secondary retraction, can also reflect earlier stressed brevity and hence a Proto-Slavic falling tone, on the assumption (supported by Resian) that the Proto-Slavic falling tone was shortened in Slovene in all positions except monosyllabic forms (cf. above, section 3.2.).

Nevertheless all known varieties of Ziljski must have undergone the progressive stress shift in at least some types of cases:

(1) In the familiar type of Ziljski spoken in the extreme west of the Zilja valley in Austria only a single example with shifted stress has been reported in the literature: *sərȗ:əto ‘orphan’ (Asg.), contrast the Nsg. *sərò:ta (both forms Grafenauer 1905: 205; Logar 1981b would have written *sərù:əto, *sərwóta). The timbre and tone alternation in the second syllable faithfully reflects the Proto-Slavic stress alternation in *sirotà vs. *šìroto. Since it is difficult to envisage a secondary origin of the alternation the example, isolated though it is, virtually proves that Zilja Ziljski underwent the progressive stress shift in polysyllabic forms. It goes without saying that this fact does not prove in turn that in Zilja Ziljski the shift took place in other types of cases, too: we have seen that in this respect the evidence is ambiguous.

(2) The type of Ziljski spoken in the Kanalska Dolina, in between Resian and Zilja Ziljski, has shifted stress in disyllabic forms with a closed second syllable, e.g. *abù:əd ‘frame’, *lasè:n ‘wooden’, *dasè:t ‘ten’, *gaò:b ‘dove’ (Logar 1971: 117-119; I have slightly simplified the transcription of the consonants in these examples). Rigler (1972: 120) draws attention to the fact that this constitutes an evident obstacle to any attempt at simply equating Resian and Zilja Ziljski as far as the historical development of the accentual system is concerned.

(3) The type of Ziljski spoken in Rateče, in the area where Ziljski shades into Gorenjski, has shifted stress in all conceivable types of cases, even in such examples as *kaȗ ‘wheel’, *masȗ ‘meat’, etc. (Logar 1954: 146).

Now whatever the Ziljski facts, they cannot, I think, be regarded as proof that Resian underwent the progressive shift. What they rather suggest is that some types of Ziljski failed to carry through the shift in certain types of cases and shortened the vowels involved, in accordance with what we find in Resian. 288

3.4. Summary of the evidence in favour of the progressive shift.

We have seen that the evidence that has been adduced to support the idea that the progressive stress shift took place in Resian does not prove anything of the sort. It
shows merely that there are one or two things that can be explained naturally on the assumption that the shift affected Resian. I have argued that alternative explanations can easily be devised.

However, given this result, it would still be too rash to conclude that therefore Resian cannot have undergone the progressive stress shift: it is quite possible that the stress was shifted, but that it was retracted at a later stage without leaving detectable traces. After all, the traces one expects in cases like this crucially involve tonal phenomena and/or the results of vowel reduction and it so happens that Resian has no tone contrast and is (as Slovene dialects go) singularly conservative as far as vowel reduction is concerned. So now we have to look at the other side of the matter: is there compelling counter-evidence?


If one opts for the view that Resian underwent the progressive stress shift, one is stuck with the consequences: it has to be assumed that subsequently a secondary stress retraction restored the Proto-Slavic place of the stress. It has proved difficult to determine the conditions under which such a retraction took place.

There is a straightforward reason for this difficulty. The progressive stress shift generates long falling tones in non-initial syllables, e.g. oblāk, Gsg. oblāka. The retraction will have to be formulated in such a way that these long falling vowels lose the stress to the preceding syllable. Now it so happens that in Slovene there is a second source of stressed long falling vowels, to wit the so-called "neocircumflex". It is not disputed that Resian, too, has neocircumflex, although of necessity the direct evidence is limited to those forms that have the reflex or *ě or *o in the stressed syllable, cf. the alternation in such examples as striho ‘thatched roof’ (Isg.), ‘dilam ‘I am doing’ (with i reflecting an earlier long *ě) vs. Nsg. st're̤ha, Inf. 'de̤lat (with ţ reflecting earlier short, i.e. non-neocircumflex *ě) (Baudouin, Opyt: 83). The problem of establishing the conditions of the secondary stress retraction is caused by the fact that in Resian all examples of the type oblāka have initial stress, whereas there is not a single example of retracted neocircumflex. This distribution is unproblematical if one adopts the view that the progressive stress shift never took place in Resian. However, at the moment we are investigating the consequences of the view that the shift did take place, so that a retraction has to be formulated. I see at least three possible solutions:

(1) It could be supposed that the stress retraction took place before the neocircumflex arose. As far as I know, this possibility has never been seriously contemplated. It is not attractive because it separates Resian from the remainder of Slovene at a stage when common Slovene innovations were taking place, so it presents no gain.

---

7 Scholars disagree about what it was that gave rise to neocircumflex length. Since its existence is not contested, this absence of consensus does not affect the discussion about the treatment of the Proto-Slavic falling tone in Resian. I adhere to the view that neocircumflex length was caused by compensatory lengthening accompanying the elimination of post-tonic length or a post-tonic [297] non-final weak jer (Stang 1957: 26-31, cf. also Kortlandt 1976: 3-6, Vermeer 1985: 366-380)
with respect to the assumption that the progressive stress shift never reached Resian at all.

(2) There may have been a phonetic difference between the falling tone caused by the progressive stress shift and the one associated with the label of “neocircumflex”. If that was the case the problem disappears: it can be supposed that the former ceded the stress to the preceding syllable, whereas the latter retained the stress. Nevertheless Rigler rejects this possibility, “saj je celo problematično, če sta se oba cirkumfleksa sploh kdaj razlikovala” (1972: 119). I agree with this: as long as there is no corroborative evidence for the assumption of the existence in early Slovene of two distinct falling tones, this solution is ad hoc and therefore unattractive.

(3) A phonetic stress retraction which affected only part of the cases in which the progressive shift had taken place, may have been followed by analogical processes which retracted the stress in the remaining cases. This is the approach chosen by Rigler (1972: 119-124). He assumes that the stress was retracted from final syllables carrying a falling tone (e.g. *oblȃk > *ôblak, with, say, Gsg. *oblȃka staying unchanged), after which the stress was retracted analogically in those words that had retracted the stress in at least some forms. In this way *oblȃka was analogically replaced with *ôblaka (on the model of *ôblak), whereas we find retained stress in, say, bašida ‘word’, which has neocircumflex |290| (the example is given by Logar 1981a: 39). Since falling tones in final syllables are nearly always attributable to the progressive stress shift, Rigler’s formulation yields a distribution which goes some way towards explaining how it was possible that the only falling tones that were retracted (phonetically or analogically) were those that had been produced by the progressive stress shift. Nevertheless the solution is in several respects problematical. Counterevidence has been adduced by Rigler himself and the entire conception has been criticized by Stankiewicz (1984-85: 723-725). All this requires some discussion.

4.1. Some invalid criticism.

Before turning to serious counterevidence I would like to discuss briefly two points that have been adduced to refute Rigler’s solution but that do not in fact prove what they are intended to prove:

(1) Stankiewicz (1984-85: 722) argues: “the retraction of stress from a final long (falling) syllable presupposes a similar and prior shift of stress from a final short syllable” and since Resian has retained final stress in cases like pača’na ‘baked’ (PPP., fem.sg.) (Logar 1981a: 38), Rigler’s retraction is impossible on general grounds. This is not at all compelling: the falling tone of the syllables involved rather made them prone to undergo retraction. There is a typological parallel in kajkavian, where after the rise of the neocircumflex long falling tones in whatever syllable lost the stress to preceding long vowels (*žabȃva > zábava), whereas short stressed vowels kept the stress, giving rise to such alternations as Bednja žibolo vs. zėibôle (Jedvaj 1956: 311) ‘rock’ (l-part. fem.sg. vs. neut.sg.); in Turopoljsko-
Posavski (Ivšić’s “Type III”) long falling vowels lost the stress even to pretonic syllables containing short vowels. (See on all this Ivšić 1937: 185, 188; 1936: 80-81, cf. also Vermeer 1979: 375-377).

(2) Stankiewicz (ibid.) argues: “the retraction of stress from a long (falling) medial syllable presupposes a similar and prior retraction of the stress from a final long syllable”. I am inclined to agree with this, but since Rigler assumes a phonetic retraction from final syllables only, it is irrelevant.

4.2. The initial stress of examples like Resian ‘povodań

The most compelling type of counterexample is (quite characteristically) adduced by Rigler himself, who never succumbed to the modish habit of suppressing relevant counterevidence. After arguing that in examples like Npl. 'kokoši ‘chicken’ an analogical explanation is possible, he states: “Težje je pri ‘bečula’, ‘ezero’, ‘mogoždane’, ‘otrabe, ‘povodań. Tu kaka pospiošitev naglasa, npr. pri nekaterih primerih iz gen. pl., ni posebno verjetna, pri vseh pa niti take možnosti ni” (1972: 122). Rigler’s “težje” is an understatement. The words he quotes lack even a single form in which retraction is to be expected and which could trigger analogical retraction in the remainder of the paradigm. The upshot is that Rigler’s theory fails to produce the attested initial stress of examples like ‘ezero and ‘povodań. These very same examples are quite unproblematical on the assumption that Resian failed to undergo the progressive stress shift.

4.3. The initial stress of examples like Resian ‘na spovet

A second type of counterexample is adduced by Stankiewicz, who draws attention to the stressed prepositions found “in various petrified, adverbial constructions”, e.g. ‘naprit ‘forward’, ‘pod večer ‘towards (the) evening’, ‘po svete ‘in/around the world’, ‘za strahon ‘for fear’ (1984-85: 723).

Now it has to be realized that Rigler’s formulation of the retraction quite correctly generates stressed prefixes in the case of monosyllabic forms (e.g. ‘naprit < *naprůd). Hence it is not completely ruled out beforehand that prefixal stress spread from there to disyllabic forms, more or less in the way that the initial stress of *oblak is held to have spread to *oblaka, which then became *oblaka. Although this is not excluded, I think it is at best awkward, among other things for the following reasons:

(1) Rigler’s retraction yields a clear-cut distribution: it predicts stressed prefixes in the case of monosyllabic nouns only. The material, such as it is, shows no trace of this distribution.

(2) The facts of other Slavic languages show a clear tendency for prefixal stress to disappear or to become limited to unproductive formations; in this context the spread of prefixal stress that would have to be assumed for Resian is something quite out of the ordinary. For these reasons I agree with Stankiewicz that Rigler’s theory accounts poorly for the accentuation of examples like ‘na spovet. An alternative solution that does not give rise to this difficulty is clearly preferable.
5. Conclusions.

5.1. Summary of the evidence.

In the preceding sections I have tried to assess two assumptions that have been put forward in order to account for the Resian reflex of the Proto-Slavic falling tone.

The view that Resian has retained the Proto-Slavic place of the stress has been felt to have two principal disadvantages: (1) it divorces Resian from neighbouring Slovene dialects with which it is otherwise intimately connected and (2) it entails the additional assumption that the Proto-Slavic long falling tone was shortened in disyllabic forms.

Neither disadvantage is more than mildly annoying. The first implies the unwarranted assumption that dialects in order to be able to undergo shared developments have to be absolutely identical in every respect. Moreover, we have seen that Resian and Ziljski are linked by the remarkable fact that in disyllabic forms which have not undergone the progressive stress shift the long falling tone has the same reflex as the Proto-Slavic short rising tone. The second is not a disadvantage at all. Owing to the geographically intermediate position Slovene occupies between West Slavic and Serbo-Croat it is only to be expected that now and again we find that linguistically, too, Slovene is in the middle.

On the other hand, the view that Resian did carry through the progressive shift makes it necessary to formulate some kind of stress retraction which has to generate the actually attested stress. We have seen that Rigler’s formulation (the only one to date) is problematical because it fails to produce an important group of attested forms. [293]

At this point we can choose between at least two options. We can revert to the idea that there was a phonetic difference between the falling tone produced by the progressive stress shift and the one associated with the label of “neocircumflex”. We have seen that this option is explicitly rejected by Rigler and I quite agree: as long as the previous existence of two distinct falling tones is not confirmed by independent evidence from other sources, this assumption is ad hoc and therefore unattractive. Alternatively we can assume with Stankiewicz that the progressive stress shift never took place in Resian. I think that in view of the available evidence this is the most rational thing to do.

5.2. The rise of Resian accentuation.

The conclusion reached in the preceding section cannot be left hanging in the air. It has to be incorporated into a relative chronology that generates the attested accentual pattern of Resian Slovene, along the lines of the chronology proposed by Kortlandt (1976) to account for the accentual pattern of the classical norm.

I do not think it is necessary to assume any specifically Resian innovations prior to “Stang’s law”, the latest accentual development that was common to the whole of Slavic. After Stang’s law operated, things must have gone on as follows:

(1) General shortening of long falling vowels except in forms that were monosyllabic (not counting final jer), e.g. *mlâdostь, *sjûnove, Gsg. *vlâsa > *mlâdostь, *sjûnove,
*vlāsa*, but retention of length in Nsg. *vlāsъ*, *mōstъ*. This development may very well have been a common Slovene innovation differentiating Slovene from Serbo-Croat, which kept length in disyllabic forms ending in an open syllable: *vlāsa.*

(2) Progressive stress shift from weak jer, e.g. *sъ̏ bogomь* > *sъ̏ bogomь*. This development cannot have preceded the shortening of Proto-Slavic long falling vowels (1), because it gave rise to new long falling vowels which kept their length.

(3) At this stage the other Slovene dialects carried through the progressive stress shift from full vowels. In Resian the Proto-Slavic place of the stress was maintained, perhaps because by the time the shift reached the northwest, Resian had lost the tone contrast on short vowels or modified their realization in such a way that the shift no longer made phonetic sense. Whatever may have been the case, the fact that Resian failed to carry through the progressive shift must not be interpreted as indicating that the dialect had lost touch with the Slovene hinterland, as later developments show.

(4) Three common Slovene innovations: (a) the rise of the neocircumflex, (b) the retraction of the stress in examples like *dūšа* > *dūšа* (cf. already Opyt: 66-70), (c) lengthening of short stressed vowels in non-final syllables (*brāta* > *brāta*), e.g. *sē:no, *lē:to* > *sē:no, *lē:to* (by this time short ě and ĕ had merged; short stressed vowels were neutral as to tone). For further discussion see Kortlandt (1976).

(5) Loss of the geographical contiguity of Ziljski and Resian (Ramovš 1935: 30-31).

(6) Period of independent Resian developments: (a) loss of distinctive tone; (b) elimination of distinctive vowel length giving rise to local differences within Resian (for discussion see Vermeer forthcoming, section 7.2.).

5.3. Six types of progressive stress shift?

I would like to end on a speculative note. We have seen (section 3.3.) that Resian is part of a larger complex of dialects which are peculiar with respect to the progressive stress shift; this larger complex also includes most varieties of Ziljski. In these dialects the progressive stress shift is found either not at all (Resian) or in a limited set of positions (Zilja Ziljski; Kanalska Dolina Ziljski). In those positions where we find retention or restoration of the Proto-Slavic place of the stress, the reflexes of vowels originally carrying the falling tone are identical to the reflexes of the corresponding short vowels (as was seen clearly by Ramovš). Now it must be obvious that for a more or less definitive solution we would have to know much more about Ziljski, in particular about the factors that cause neocircumflex or neocircumflex-like internal falling tones to be retracted to the preceding syllable, a retraction that does not seem to be phonetically regular, if Rigler’s evaluation of the facts (1972: 123) is correct. I would like here merely to draw attention to the picture of the early history of Resian and Ziljski that results if we assume that the rising tone of examples like *sē:no* is not due to a stress retraction, but to retention of early Slovene stressed brevity: the geographical pattern of shifted and retained/restored stress then turns out to make good sense in extra-linguistic terms.

The upper Sava valley provides the easiest (or rather: least difficult) road linking the Resian-Ziljski area with the Slovene hinterland. (I am referring to what is nowa-
days the road linking Kranjska Gora in Slovenia with Tarvisio/Tarvisio/Trbiž in Italy.) If one assumes the progressive stress shift spilled over into the Resian/Ziljski area by this route while at the same time a strong tendency towards the elimination of the tone contrast on short vowels was at work in the area, one gets a simple explanation for the geographical pattern that troubled Rigler (see above, section 3.3(2)): the type of Ziljski spoken in Rateče, closest to the Slovene heartland, carried through the progressive stress shift in all possible positions; somewhat further away, in the Kanalska dolina, the tone contrast had been lost by the time it was the turn of disyllabic forms ending in a vowel; the position of the Kanalska dolina is in many ways analogous to that of Bednja. From there the progressive shift moved southward to Resia and northward to the Zilja valley. In the Zilja valley the tone contrast was lost when the shift had taken place in forms comprising three syllables (*sȉrǫtǫ > *sirȏtǫ) and in cases like *sъ̏ bogomь; in Resian it was only in the latter type of cases that the stress was shifted.  

This view presupposes that the progressive stress shift took place in stages depending on the shape of the forms involved, in the following order:

(a) from weak jers onto open final syllables (sъtȏ);
(b) from weak jers onto following syllables in all other cases (sъ bȏgompь);
(c) from full vowels in polysyllabic forms (sirȏtǫ);
(d) from full vowels in disyllabic forms with a closed second syllable not containing a weak jer between the first and the second syllable (oblȃkъ);
(e) from full vowels in disyllabic forms with a closed second syllable containing a weak jer between the first and the second syllable (nabьrȃlъ);
(f) from full vowels in disyllabic forms with an open second syllable (očȋ).

The tendency to carry through a progressive stress shift from falling vowels was common to Serbo-Croat and Slovene. However, in čakavian and štokavian it was interrupted after stage (a), in normal kajkavian and in Resian after stage (b), in Zilja Ziljski after stage (c), in Bednja kajkavian after stage (d), in Kanalska dolina Ziljski presumably after stage (e), and in the remainder of Slovene (including Rateče Ziljski) it was carried to its natural limits.
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